Grab your
favourite snack.
Make two drawings; one
before you take a bite & one
after you take a bite.

cut out all the red pictures
from a magazine and
make a collage

Draw five squiggles on a page
Ask a partner to turn it
into a scene

Activities

close your
eyes & draw a circle,
square & triangle. turn the
drawing into a scene from outer space

create a rubbing from five
textures in your home

trace around your hand
and turn the drawing
into a monster

Find five round
objects to draw
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Trace around a can
of soup turn it into
something that flies

Arty-Box

1. Trace around a can of soup. Turn it into something that flies
2. draw 5 squiggles on a page. Ask a partner to turn it into a scene
3. Trace around your hand and turn it into a monster
4. grab your favourite snack. Make 2 drawings; one before you take a bite & one after
5. close your eyes & draw a circle, square & triangle. Turn the drawing into a scene from outerspace
6. Create a rubbing from 5 textures in your home
7. cut out all the red pictures from a magazine & make a collage Rub a pencil on paper that sits
8. find 5 objects to draw
over a textural surface
(bricks, concrete, a leaf)

Arty-Box
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Activities

print, colour and fold this arty-box to enjoy playing the arty-box game!
How to Play
1. Hold the arty-box as illustrated below
2. ask a partner to choose a number under ten
3. open your arty-box front ways and sideways for the number of times chosen
4. ask your partner to choose a number from the arty-box
5.move your arty-box for the number of times chosen
6. ask your partner to choose a number
7. open the flap
8. you and your partner can now create an inpsired artwork!

how to fold!

